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ABSTRACT

In the present study, a large set of data related to well killing is considered. Through a complete exploration of the
whole process leading to well-killing, various factors affecting such a process are screened and sorted, and a cor-
relation model is built accordingly in order to introduce an auxiliary method for well-killing monitoring based on
statistical information. The available data show obvious differences due to the diverse control parameters related
to different well-killing methods. Nevertheless, it is shown that a precise three-fold relationship exists between the
reservoir parameters, the elapsed time and the effectiveness of the considered well-killing strategy. The proposed
monitoring auxiliary method is intended to support risk assessment and optimization in the context of typical
well-killing applications.
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1 Overview of Big Data

As a new concept that has attracted wide attention in recent years, Big Data refers to a technical system
or framework that economically extracts its value through high-speed capture, discovery and analysis of a
large number of data with complex types and sources. Therefore, Big Data not only refers to the data
involved but also includes the theories, methods, and technologies for processing and analyzing these
data. Big Data was mainly applied in the fields of business and finance in the beginning and expanded
gradually to the fields of transportation, medicals, energy, and so on [1–4].

The petroleum and petrochemical industry has always been an industry with the rapid growth of data and
continuous improvement of data processing demand [5,6]. In order to realize the intellectualization and
integration of oil exploration and development, major oil companies have actively built large databases in
the field. At present, most of the data in drilling engineering are acquired through intelligent decision-
making technology, which collects the surface and downhole data for systematic analysis, and carries out
real-time monitoring and early warning for the drilling process to ensure drilling safety. Baker Hughes’
intelligent interpretation based on multi-dimensional Big Data has been widely used [7]. BIM cooperated
with a British oil company to introduce Big Data analysis technology to predict casing pipe sticking in
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drilling operations [8]. By analyzing the historical data, 230 characteristics related to the static friction event,
which is the precursor of the pipe clamping state, are identified. The prediction accuracy of pipe clamping is
improved to 85%. In drilling a group of 50 wells in Abu Dhabi, US $5.3 million was saved by minimizing the
operation delay caused by pipe sticking.

At the same time, the well control system driven by Big Data recognizes the downhole working
conditions based on wellbore data, drilling parameters, and other data automatically and realizes early
warning and control of the pressure in the well intelligently. Driven by Big Data, the well control system
solves downhole accidents such as kick and overflow during drilling by controlling and monitoring the
pressure in the well, to ensure efficient and safe drilling. Among them, the intelligent well control
systems of Schlumberger, Weatherford, Halliburto’s intelligent well control systems perform well in
overflow monitoring and early warning during drilling [9,10]. Among them, Weatherford’s drilling
database has collected thousands of wells worldwide and developed a Victus intelligent well control
system, which can accurately predict downhole data changes in real-time and react in seconds.

Compared with the traditional pressure control system, the well control system based on Big Data has
greatly improved the accuracy, safety, and timeliness of the intelligent well control system due to the
universality and accuracy of its data.

2 Design of the Data Structure for Well Control

2.1 Platform for Big Data Storage and Processing
From the view of the relationship between storage and processing for Big Data, there are two types of

modes, stream processing, and batch processing. The former is direct processing, which regards data as a
stream. In this mode, data flow is vast, continuous, high-speed, etc. New data will be processed
immediately when it arrives. Stream processing is suitable for businesses requiring high real-time
performance. Storage before processing is a feature of batch processing whose core idea is to divide and
conquer the problem. This mode is suitable for planning and other businesses that do not require high real-
time performance but have an amount of data. As Big Data is a constantly developing systems engineering,
it is impossible to guarantee its feasibility, reliability, and expansibility of data centralized, logically and
controlled [11]. The cloud computing technology, which integrates the distributed file system, distributed
data processing system, and distributed database, could serve as the basic platform and technical support for
the storage and processing of Big Data, as well as serving for the application of Big Data in drilling.

2.2 Big Data Analysis
Big Data analysis includes data analysis and interpretation. The former is the process of studying huge

amounts of data in different types to discover hidden patterns, unknown interrelationships, and other useful
information. Big Data interpretation, which is necessary for the results analyzed to be understood and
applied, is the process of deep analysis and Multi-dimensional presentation of Big Data, and is the
revivification of Big Data analysis results to specific industry problems [12]. Accompanied by the data
analysis, Big Data interpretation can also be regarded as a special Big Data method.

2.3 Big Data Analysis
Data mining is a process of extracting useful information from a large data set or data stream. Data fusion

is a process of integrating multiple data or knowledge describing the same object into a consistent, accurate,
and explainable expression [13]. The potential relationship among data can be explored by mining and fusing
data from different sources, and a more accurate cognition can be obtained.

By mining and fusing panoramic data, the real-time, continuous, and macro-accurate grasp of the overall
situation and the accurate perception of the local state from multiple angles, multi-levels, and multi-modes
can be obtained using its redundancy and complementarity in time and space.
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A large amount of data generated and accumulated during the drilling process, such as various state data,
maintenance data of equipment, etc., could not continue to create value after the end of its utilization cycle.
They can only be stored in a variety of storage media. Some seemingly outdated and useless data still has
potential value, however.

3 Big Data Structure for Well Control

3.1 Clustering Methodology
It refers to the classification of the features presented in the data by collecting a variety of data feature

information so that the category of anything could be accurately judged in the later stage, which is convenient
for the later data processing.

Input the relevant data of the well, such as inlet conductivity, outlet conductivity, outlet density, inlet
density, pool volume variable, casing pressure, force pressure, and outlet flow, etc., into the Big Data
analysis software, combine and classify.

The results are shown in Fig. 1. The Big Data system clusters the parameters of the wells when accidents
occur. The figure reflects the clustering changes of the data parameters of the wells when accidents occur.

As shown in Fig. 1, the data parameters of the well can be divided into different small sets according to
their correlation when analyzing the data of the accident well by using the clustering method. Taking
15 groups of data in an accident well as an example, when the distance between the groups is 1, one set
is classified from the inlet conductance to the total pool volume, and the inlet flow and flow difference
are classified as the other set. When the distance between groups is 3, one set is classified from the inlet
conductance to the inlet flow, and the flow difference is left as a class. When the distance between groups
is 25, the inlet conductance and the flow differentials are grouped together. The results show the
correlation of the parameters in the case of an accident in the well.

Figure 1: Tree diagram of clustering methodology for well control
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3.2 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis refers to some variables that are taken as factors in the inductive analysis of variables by

showing the relationship between factors with other practical significance, and other information is reflected
by using little factors.

Input the relevant data of the well, such as inlet conductivity, outlet conductivity, outlet density, inlet
density, pool volume variable, casing pressure, force pressure, and outlet flow, etc. into the Big Data
analysis software and conduct factor analysis. The analysis results are shown in Table 1. The Big Data
system analyzes the input data of eight parameters from the accident well, and those parameters that
fluctuate greatly during the accident could be seen.

The correlation matrix shows the relationship among seven parameters of the accident well. It can be
seen from the Table 2. That the parameters with the greatest correlation are outlet flow and outlet density,
as well as flow deviation and outlet density, and their correlation coefficients are 0.985. It can be seen
from matrix communality that the expression coefficients of outlet flow, flow deviation, and outlet density
are 0.964, which indicates that these three parameters take a large proportion in the accident well parameters.

Table 1: Matrix of correlation for the well

Matrix of correlation

Casing
pressure
(Mpa)

Standing
pipe
pressure
(Mpa)

Total
pool
volume
(m3)

Total
hydrocarbon
values (ppm)

Outlet
flow%
(percent)

Outlet
deviation
(L/min)

Outlet
density
(Kg/L)

Correlation
data

Casing
pressure
(Mpa)

1.000 .439 .305 .350 .347 .347 .330

Riser
pressure
(Mpa)

.439 1.000 −.002 .765 .804 .804 .804

Total pool
volume (m3)

.305 −.002 1.000 .009 −.112 −.112 −.123

Total
hydrocarbon
values (ppm)

.350 .765 .009 1.000 .849 .849 .864

Outlet flow%
(percent)

.347 .804 −.112 .849 1.000 1.000 .985

Outlet
deviation
(L/min)

.347 .804 −.112 .849 1.000 1.000 .985

Outlet
density
(Kg/L)

.330 .804 −.123 .864 .985 .985 1.000

Note: Determinative factor = 4.417E-8.
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3.3 Analysis of Time Series
The parameters of well kill within a certain period of time were analyzed in time series. After data

processing, the data were imported into the time series analysis model for data prediction in the following
period. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the curve of the time data predicted by the system and the real data
showed a downward trend.

It can be seen from the Fig. 3 that the predicted data of the time series shows a slow decline at 1:23:20.
Compared with the overall fluctuation of the actual data after that time, it has the same downward trend.

3.4 Applicability of Big Data in Well Control
Various Big Data analysis methods have peculiar characteristics. Different analysis methods should be

adopted according to the needs in each stage of well control. The cluster analysis method is characterized by
classification according to the similarity of parameter sets, interpreting the correlation between kick and
reservoir parameters. The principal component analysis is a dimension reduction method. The extraction
of the most important influencing factors from many factors related to overflow is conducive to the
designation of accident prevention measures. The factor analysis method focuses on prediction, which is
conducive to designing well control parameters and formulating plans. The grey correlation analysis
method uses correlation analysis on multiple objects to obtain the influence degree of each parameter on
the final variable. See Table 3. For well control, the increment of the mud pool is the main parameter of

Table 2: Matrix of communality

Casing pressure (Mpa) .664

Standing pipe pressure (Mpa) .788

Total pool volume (m3) .781

Total hydrocarbon values (ppm) .825

Outlet flow% (percent) .964

Flow deviation (L/min) .964

Outlet density (Kg/L) .964

Figure 2: Prediction data in time series
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the kick. Through correlation analysis, the pseudo-data components in the data can be removed to extract the
most critical factors.

4 Application of Expert System with Big Data for Well Control

Based on the established expert system with Big Data, the basic parameters and the steps of killing are
analyzed in real-time by combining practice with theoretical research, and the optimal strategy was provided
in the first time of well killing by using the analysis ability and processing ability of the expert system with
Big Data, and similar cases are given. See Fig. 4.

4.1 Research on Risk Assessment Method of Well Killing Based on Big Data
In view of the risks that existed in the well-killing process, the collected geological reservoir

characteristic data, well type, rheological property of inlet and outlet drilling fluid, tripping speed, excited
pressure, and other data are used for adaptability analysis by using AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process),
FTA (fault tree analysis), FCE (fuzzy comprehensive evaluation), Neural network method and others. A
comprehensive model for risk analysis of well-killing operation is established.

Table 3: Comparison of some methods in well control

Name Traits Application

Clustering
methodology

Elements are classified
according to their similarity

Correlation between reservoir parameters and kick

Principal
component
analysis

Dimension reduction
analysis

Extracting the main factors of overflow

Factor analysis Predicting the change in the
future

Extracting the main factors of overflow; contribution and
sensitivity analysis of well control parameters to success
of well control

Grey Relational
Analysis (GRA)

Adopt association analysis
for multiple objects

The correlation between pool volume and overflow;
elimination of false data in Big Data

Figure 3: Real data in time series
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Combined with the historical data mining function of Big Data and the learning function of the neural
network, the clustering analysis method in the system is used to predict the risk in well killing. Establish a
relatively complete database of accident-inducing factors and accident-handling measures, which can
provide a reference for accident handling at the first time when a blowout accident occurs.

After understanding all aspects of the accident well, a well-killing plan was developed and was input into
the expert system with Big Data, which would combine the data of similar wells in history to calculate level-
by-level processing. The software enumerates the possible consequences of this plan. It breaks them down
for another round of calculation and analysis, along with a forecast of risk, as shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Identification of Abnormal Working Conditions Based on Expert System with Big Data
The cases of abnormal conditions during well killing are recorded in the Big Data expert system base on

two information modes. The objective information refers to some basic data of the well before and after the

Expert
system
database of
big data

Calculation and analysis with Expert
system of big data

Obtain
the
optimal
well
killing
strategy
and case 

Recognition of abnormal conditions

Analysis of risk assessment

Figure 4: Application of expert system with Big Data for well control
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Figure 5: Risk assessment procedures for well killing
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abnormal conditions of well killing, the description of the working conditions during the accident, and the
description of the accident handling process, which are recorded into the Big Data system in chronological
order. The other inductive information refers to the causes, consequences, and lessons learned from the
accident summarized after the abnormal conditions of the well. See Fig. 6. The collected cases of other
abnormal working conditions are divided into two information modes for input, which can be used by the
system for later learning.

As Big Data analysis samples, kill failure data is divided into two categories. One is hardware
parameters such as choke manifold, casing performance, and kill fluid material; the other is software
factors such as kill parameters and method selection, and then analyze and extract reasons for different
parameters.

Fig. 7 describes that a site’s real-time killing data information is input into the Big Data expert system.
After the system analyzes the data, it compares all the killing abnormal conditions data in the database. It the
abnormal conditions and points corresponding to similar data for detailed analysis to improve the success rate
of killing and reduce the risk of killing.

Figure 6: Database analysis of abnormal conditions

Figure 7: Case analysis of abnormal conditions
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5 Conclusion

With the gradual development of oil and gas exploration and development towards unconventional, low
permeability, deep water, and other complex oil and gas fields, drilling engineering is facing a series of
problems and challenges in safety, economy, and efficiency. The petroleum industry widely recognizes
the optimization of drilling operations based on cutting-edge technologies such as Big Data and artificial
intelligence.

While applying Big Data analysis methods in well control, different analysis methods have different
applicability. The cluster analysis method is suitable for the analysis of the correlation between reservoir
parameters and kick. In contrast, the principal component analysis method and factor analysis method are
suitable for the analysis of the key factors of overflow. In contrast, the grey correlation analysis method is
suitable for discharging invalid data in the data.

The intelligent auxiliary technology system is established with the help of the Big Data analysis method.
According to the accumulated historical data, the optimization strategy and risk early warning mode can be
formed. According to the real-time monitoring data of the killing process, the dynamic risk assessment of the
killing process was carried out to provide a comparison scheme and optimize the kill parameters. The method
supported by an expert system with Big Data can improve the success rate of well killing and reduce the risk
of well killing.
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Onshore Well Control Emergency, CNPC (2021ZZ03-2).
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